
Make up wipe tutorial
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Materials Needed:

-(2) Pieces of 5” x 5” flannel, cotton, chenille, fleece or terry 
cloth material (4” x 4” for the 3” x 3” wipes)
-Medium weight tear away or heavy weight water soluble 
stabilizer (hooped)
-Scissors

                 Material Right Side Material Wrong Side     Stabilizer

Please note:Please note:
ALL steps and ALL materials are placed on the RIGHT side of your ALL steps and ALL materials are placed on the RIGHT side of your 

hoop for this projecthoop for this project
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1) Hoop stabilizer and run the first step to stitch 
out the placement for materials. 

2) Place your backing fabric WRONG side up 
directly over the placement stitching. The RIGHT 
side of your material will be against the stabilizer. 
Run the next step to tack down the backing.
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3) Place the other piece of material RIGHT side 
up on the hoop, directly over the backing fabric. 
The WRONG sides of the materials should be 
touching. Run the next step to tack down the front 
fabric. 

4) Run the next step to add quilting to the wipe. 
This will keep the layers together during real use. 
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5) Remove hoop from machine but do NOT un-
hoop materials. Carefully trim around all sides, as 
close to the stitching as possible without cutting 
into the stitches. Use care to NOT cut into 
Stabilizer. 

*Tip: if you are struggling with one layer of 
Stabilizer while you are cutting, you may use 2 
layers of stabilizer in your hoop**

6) Run the last step to stitch the satin around all 
edges of the wipe. 

That’s it! You have finished the wipe! 

Please share your makes in our Facebook Group 
or use the hashtag #NosyPepperEmbroidery on 
Instagram so we can all see your makes!

Find more designs on the website: 
www.NosyPepperPatterns.com


